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The Warren of Facebook Bashers
Well, “this is another mess you got us in.” We need the Three Stooges, Larry, Moe and

Curly, to fix the problem?

So…Warren should run away from dialogue, build an army, and take out Facebook? And

Facebook should do the same?

George Washington who was demonstrably far more insightful than Adam Smith by the

fact of the accomplishment of the United States, promoted civilized dialogue, not

running to the bulwarks.

George Washington’s Trumpcard

Washington’s Farewell Address short and sweet in his own words.

medium.com

The science of lies is a cognitive science, and it says that any sentence can be a lie. (Just

as any sentence can be the truth, by the way).

Neither Facebook nor Warren can change how the human brain, and human

communication, fundamentally works. A short synopsis of the correct solution to this

standoff between Facebook and Warren is here:

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies

medium.com

Facebook should do what Facebook does but required to disclose enforced moderated

dialogue (i.e., public open court) on fiat lies (suspected folk lies).

Similarly, Warren should do what Warren needs to do, and should support public open

court on fiat lies (suspected folk lies).

The science says you can do no better than this, and everybody, as George Washington

asserts, should cooperate in this because it is the only way to preserve our Liberty. Lies

https://medium.com/@rhtcmu/george-washingtons-farewell-f5b8451dd23b
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hurt free speech but free speech takes care of the fiat lies.

To get our lies back under control we need more dialogue not less.

The other, related, end-to-end encryption controversy between Facebook and the world

brought about Facebook’s legitimate new found interest in privacy, should, by the same

analysis, be handled by new independent private enterprise.

Unlike lies the solution is different from the Internet Court of Lies. But like the Internet

Court of Lies must be an independent private company.

In the case of encryption, many other private companies (thousands in the USA) must

provide mandated encryption assurance for everyone (legally assured high grade

encrypted privacy) described below. Again, something George Washington liked in his

support of private enterprise to solve problems.

Encryption! Facebook! Apple!

Fixing Warrant-Proof Encryption

medium.com

Hopefully bringing in the Three Stooges will not be necessary. The invisible hand is not

invisible. It is revealed in how the human brain works. The consequential essential

nature of civilized human dialogue in natural language resolves disputes and takes care

of the fiat lies, misinformation, and disinformation. And open moderated dialogue takes

care of our privacy.

To reiterate President and General George Washington, enforced open moderated

dialogue to preserve our Liberty too. I think it should be used to preserve Facebook, and,

yes, Warren, too. With Washington, of course, dialogue is enforced through the

separation of powers, moderated by the institutions, and dialogue requested nicely in

and among the stipulated assemblies.

We don’t need the three stooges or the three amigos either. We need ourselves fighting

for enforced moderated human-to-human dialogue whenever privacy or lies are in

question. God gave us no other solution in the awe inspiring scientific truth of the

cognitive brain.
)
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